
                                                     PRESCIENCE EPK 

LOGLINE 
A criminal attorney struggles with unemployment, his sexuality, a cryptic 
new boyfriend and the disturbing childhood secrets his parents hold. 

TAGLINE 
Some secrets are worth losing your mind over. 

LONG SYNOPSIS 
When Isaac Smith’s attraction to his beautiful girlfriend Ashley begins to  

cool, the criminal attorney is forced to confront his sexuality while  

struggling with unemployment and the critical ramblings of his alcoholic  

father, Mathew. Isaac’s smart but sometimes naive younger sister Emily  

suggests they take on a housemate to help offset Isaac’s unemployment  

and some badly-needed house repairs. Enter Mark, who works with the  

police department as a forensic scientist, is looking for a room to  

rent and checks out the house. He wins the siblings’ approval but declines  

the room due to the  house’s mounting repairs. A serendipitous encounter  

with Isaac changes Mark’s mind and he moves in to the house. He soon  

catches the eye of sister Emily, who unsuccessfully attempts to seduce  

Mark with her flowery wording and sexy outfit. Soon Isaac discovers he  

has more in common with his handsome and compassionate new  

housemate than just living under the same roof and the two engage in a  

romantic relationship. Isaac and Emily’s loving and supportive mother  

Kathlyn has made a career of protecting her children from father Mathew  

when too much alcohol passes through his lips, but there is no turning  

back when Mathew lets the cat out of the bag while the drunk unwittingly  

addressing his children’s childhood nightmares. When Isaac and Mark are  

forced to confront the longtime contrasting secrets they each harbor, one  



of the lovers must choose between what’s passionate and what’s proper. 

SHORT SYNOPSIS 
When Isaac Smith’s attraction to his girlfriend begins to cool, the 

criminal attorney is forced to confront his sexuality while struggling with 

unemployment and the critical ramblings of his alcoholic father. Soon Isaac 

discovers he has more in common with handsome new housemate Mark  

than just living under the same roof and he engages in a romantic  

relationship with the compassionate friend. When Isaac and Mark are  

forced to confront the longtime contrasting secrets they each harbor, one  

of the two lovers must choose between what’s passionate and what’s  

proper. 

AUDIENCE  
Movie-goers will recognize not only themselves but also their best 
friends, work colleagues and family members in “Prescience.” The LGBTQ 
audience will relate to the gay themes explored in “Prescience” and its 
biracial love storyline will be popular with lovers of human interest tales. 

FILM FESTIVALS 
“Prescience” is an official selection of the 2019 Richmond International 
Film Festival (RIFF) in Richmond, VA. April 23-28, 2019. 

PRODUCTION NOTES  
Inspired by true events, “Prescience” was shot in 18 days. The script 
attracted Oscar & Golden Globe nominee Eric Roberts 
(“Runaway Train”, “The Dark Knight”), Emmy & Golden Globe nominee 
Linda Gray (“Dallas”) as well as Daytime Emmy nominee Vannessa 
Vasquez (“East Los High”) and transgender LGBT activist, host and actress 
Carmen Carrera (“RuPaul’s Drag Race”), who flew in from New York to 
shoot her scene in the film. “Prescience”, which embraces diversity in front 
of the camera and behind, explores LGBTQ themes and was shot on 
location in Los Angeles, West Hollywood and Richmond, VA. 

"Prescience" lead actor, producer and co-screenwriter René 
Mena grew up in Richmond, having relocated from his native El Salvador 
when he was a teenager. During his college years, René set his sights on 
the world of real estate. He studied for and obtained his license, leaving 
school early because his career took off after only a few months.  

But all that was about to change. 



After appearing in multiple productions with the popular Sycamore Rouge 
Theatre in Petersburg, René never recovered after being bitten by the 
acting bug and soon the west coast beckoned. Six months after re-locating 
to Los Angeles, he booked his first guest-starring role and he has been 
working steadily as an actor ever since.  

Oscar and Golden Globe nominee Eric Roberts got his start on the popular 
NBC daytime soap opera "Another World." A serendipitous meeting with 
famed casting director Marion Dougherty (Tim Burton's "Batman" and 
"Batman Returns", the "Lethal Weapon" franchise) led to his film debut in 
1979's "King of the Gypsies", a role that would bring him the first of three 
Golden Globe nominations. He caught the eye of celebrated film and 
theatre director Bob Fosse, who cast Eric in 1983's "Star 80", which would 
prove to be a star-making performance. In 1985 came the crowd-pleasing 
"Runaway Train" and Eric's first Oscar nomination. In 1996 "Grease" 
director Randal Kleiser cast him in the critically-acclaimed "It's My Party." 
That same year he turned up in the Jim Carrey starrer "The Cable Guy." In 
2008 Eric had a career resurgence when Christopher Nolan cast him in the 
Oscar-winning box office bonanza "The Dark Knight." With a resume that 
boasts well over 500 films, it's no surprise that Eric has been dubbed the 
hardest working man in Hollywood. 
 
CAST BIOGRAPHIES 

RENÉ MENA (“Isaac Smith”) 
Actor, producer and writer René Mena is a transplant from Richmond, 
Virginia, where he performed in multiple productions with the popular 
Sycamore Rouge Theatre in Petersburg. Since relocating to Los Angeles, 
the El Salvador native has worked with some of television's brightest stars, 
including Morgan Freeman on "The Story of God", Ron Perlman on "Hand of 
God" and William H. Macy on the long-running Emmy-nominated Showtime 
hit "Shameless." In 2018 he was featured in "Suicide Squad" writer-
director David Ayer's hit Netflix feature "Bright." René's film credits 
include the award-winning comedy short "Out of Town" and the indie 
feature "Buddy Solitaire" with Oscar nominee Sally Kirkland. René 
previously shared the screen with his "Prescience" co-star Linda Gray in 
the award-winning short "Wally's Will." You can find him on Instagram and 
Facebook at @renemena. 

MIKE C. MANNING (“Mark”) 
Mike C. Manning first gained fame as a cast member on season 23 of MTV's 
long-running ratings bonanza "The Real World." On TV, his guest-starring 
roles include "Major Crimes", "Hawaii Five-O" and a fan-favorite 
appearance on MTV's hit "Teen Wolf." Behind the scenes, Mike executive-
produced the documentary "Kidnapped for Christ" with producing partners 
Lance Bass (NSYNC) and Tom DeSanto ("Transformers", "X-Men"). Watch 
for Mike in the feature drama "You Can Call Me Eve" with Oscar winner 
Olympia Dukakis. You can find him on Instagram at @mikecmanning. 



VANNESSA VASQUEZ (“Emily Smith”) 
Vannessa Vasquez received a Daytime Emmy nomination for her portrayal 
of Camila Barrios on the groundbreaking series "East Los High", the first 
English-language Hulu show with an all-Latino cast. Vannessa co-starred in 
Crackle's original feature comedy "Mad Families" with Charlie Sheen and 
Efren Ramirez and guest-starred on NBC's hit series "The Brave." A gifted 
comedienne, Vannessa is a popular fixture on the stand-up comic circuit. 
You can find her on Instagram at @vannessitav. 

LINDA GRAY (“Kathlyn Smith”) 
Linda Gray shot to stardom as J.R. Ewing's long-suffering wife Sue Ellen in 
the iconic television series "Dallas", which enjoyed a long Emmy-winning 
run on CBS from 1978 - 1991. The role garnered her an Emmy nomination 
and two Golden Globe nominations. Also a talent behind the camera, Linda 
directed several episodes. She reprised her role of Sue Ellen in the 2012 - 
2014 "Dallas" reboot. Linda co-starred with Carol Burnett and Charles 
Grodin in the well-received TV adaptation of Erma Bombeck's best-selling 
book, "The Grass is Always Greener Over the Septic Tank." She co-starred 
with Oscar winner Ben Johnson in the TV movie ratings winner "Bonanza: 
The Return" and had guest-starring roles on "90210", "Touched by an 
Angel" and a multi-episode guest-starring arc on the long-running hit soap 
"The Bold and the Beautiful." In 1994 and 1995 Linda starred as agency 
owner and CEO Hillary Michaels on the Fox nighttime soap opera "Models 
Inc.", a role she reprised on the wildly popular "Melrose Place." Linda 
reunites with "Prescience" co-star/co-writer/co-producer René Mena after 
starring together in the award-winning short "Wally's Will." 

ERIC ROBERTS (“Mathew Smith”) 
Eric Roberts burst onto the movie scene in 1978 with a central role in 
"King of the Gypsies", a breakthrough performance that resulted in his first 
Golden Globe nomination. Starring roles continued throughout the 1980s 
with "The Pope of Greenwich Village", "Star 80" (his second Golden Globe 
nomination) and "Raggedy Man" opposite Sissy Spacek. He received an 
Oscar nomination and a third Golden Globe nomination for his critically-
acclaimed turn as an escaped convict hiding out with Jon Voight aboard an 
out-of-control train in the box office hit "Runaway Train." More critical 
acclaim followed playing a man dying of AIDS in the sleeper hit "It's My 
Party" opposite Oscar winners Lee Grant and Marlee Matlin. Batman fans 
will remember Eric as Maroni in Christopher Nolan's Oscar-winning box 
office smash "The Dark Knight" with Christian Bale and Heath Ledger. No 
stranger to television, Eric was a regular on the long-running ABC hit "Less 
Than Perfect" and has guest-starred on "Law & Order: Criminal Intent", 
"The King of Queens", "The L Word" and "Heroes." 



CARMEN CARRERA (“Shae”) 
Transgender actress, host, activist and model Carmen Carrera is a season 3 
alumnus of the Emmy-winning reality TV show "RuPaul's Drag Race" - the 
show's first alumnus to undergo gender reassignment surgery. She has 
guest-starred on multiple hit series including "Jane the Virgin" and "The 
Bold and the Beautiful." She continues to be an in-demand presence on 
fashion runways and at red carpet events. You can find Carmen on 
Instagram at @carmen_carrera and on Facebook at @carmencarrerafans. 

RAQUENEL (“Mariana”) 
Pop singer and actress Raquenel starred on two hit series: "Eva La 
Trailera" and "Santa Diabla", both ratings extravaganzas on the famed 
Telemundo network. Prior to joining the cast of "Prescience", Raquenel 
was featured on the hit reality show "My Life is a Telenovela" and starred 
in the independent feature comedy-drama "Blue Line Station", which 
amassed multiple awards on the festival circuit. Stage performances 
include a starring role in a sold-out tour of "Grease", (which she also 
directed), and the critically-acclaimed revival of "The Diary of Anne Frank" 
in Hollywood. You can find Raquenel on Instagram at @raqueneloficial and 
at her official website: http://raquenel.com. 

CREW BIOGRAPHIES 

JAMES HELSING (Director/Co-screenwriter) 
James Helsing's interest in filmmaking blossomed as a pre-teen, when he 
drafted his friends into his home movies; 8mm camera in hand... "The Big 
Slope", "Earthquake Inferno" and "The Last Flight" (of the zeppelin 
Hindenburg - which he shot in the rafters of an old movie theatre) amongst 
his more prestigious original works! Classically trained in London, his 
multiple directing credits in the theatre include "Frankenstein", "Dracula", 
"Daisy Pulls It Off", "Black Comedy", "Educating Rita”, “The Bostonians” 
and "Another Country." He wrote, produced and directed the short film 
"Modus Operandi", the origins of the forthcoming feature thriller "Modus 
Operandi." In 2018 he made his feature film directing debut with 
"Prescience" starring Eric Roberts, Linda Gray, René Mena, Mike C. 
Manning and Vannessa Vasquez. In 2019 he directs the feature horror-
thrillers "Cul-de-Sac" and "Whispering Woods" from original screenplays 
he co-authored with 'Whispering' and "Cul-de-Sac" cast member and 
producing partner René Mena. James is an alumnus of the London 
Academy of Music and Dramatic Art in England. You can find him on 
Instagram and Twitter at @jameshelsing. 

http://raquenel.com/


RENÉ MENA (Exec Producer/Producer/Co-screenwriter/“Isaac”)  
Actor, producer and writer René Mena is a transplant from Richmond, 
Virginia, where he performed in multiple productions with the popular 
Sycamore Rouge Theatre in Petersburg. Since relocating to Los Angeles, 
the El Salvador native has worked with some of television's brightest stars, 
including Morgan Freeman on "The Story of God", Ron Perlman on "Hand of 
God" and William H. Macy on the long-running Emmy-nominated Showtime 
hit "Shameless." In 2018 he was featured in "Suicide Squad" writer-
director David Ayer's hit Netflix feature "Bright." René's film credits 
include the award-winning comedy short "Out of Town" and the indie 
feature "Buddy Solitaire" with Oscar nominee Sally Kirkland. René 
previously shared the screen with his "Prescience" co-star Linda Gray in 
the award-winning short "Wally's Will." You can find him on Instagram and 
Facebook at @renemena. 

LAWSHAWN WILLIAMS (Co-screenwriter/Co-producer/“James”) 
After entering the business as a recording artist, producer and songwriter, 
Chicago native Lashawn Williams discovered his true passion was film. He 
relocated to Los Angeles and has been working steadily as an actor, writer 
and producer ever since. On TV he has been featured in Primetime 
commercials for ATT, DIRECTV and TGI FRIDAYS. He can be seen on the 
mystery/thriller series "Hidden Springs", which he stars in and produces. 
You can find him on Twitter and Instagram at @ishawnwilliams. 

TYLER FRECH (Co-screenwriter) 
In addition to co-writing the feature film“Prescience”, actor/writer/
director Tyler Frech co-wrote the horror short “Monster of the Jungle” and 
the short “Reconciled”, which he co-directed and composed the music for. 
You can find him on Instagram at @frechty.  

MARCOS CRUZ (Composer)  
Among Madrid native Marcos Cruz's works as a composer for film and TV: 
the Emmy- winning series "The Bay", the feature film "El Hombre de las 
Mariposas" which brought the Málaga Cinema Festival to a close in 2011, 
the short film "El Cocodrilo Nilo" which won international prizes and 
screened at the Newport Beach Film Festival and the feature film "Aina" 
directed by the Nigerian filmmaker Olamide Maarore. More recently, he 
composed the score for the feature film "Prescience" which screened at 
the Richmond International Film Festival. As a classical composer, Marcos 
has opened his works in some of the most prestigious halls in Spain: in 
Madrid ś Auditorio Nacional, the Real Theatre, Barcelona (Auditorium) New 
York's famed Carnegie Hall and the Philharmonic in Berlin. His Instagram 
handle is @marcoscruzcomposer. 



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
 
Why "Prescience"? Our film is inspired by true events and confronts 
multiple political and moral issues predominant in the public eye today. 
 
Separation of family has been in the news for months due to the stance of 
the Donald Trump administration. In our movie, Isaac's mother, (veteran 
Emmy-nominated actress Linda Gray) brings to light this subject as she 
reveals to her children the harrowing backstory of their birth mother. We 
also touch upon the issue of domestic violence with the ongoing abuse of 
Isaac's biological mother (actress/singer Raquenel) at the hands of her 
Caucasian husband (veteran actor and Oscar nominee Eric Roberts).  

LGBT themes are explored throughout "Prescience", principally in our bi-
racial love story featuring Isaac and Mark (actors René Mena and Mike C. 
Manning). 

“Prescience” is diverse behind the scenes, as well. I am an openly-gay 
director who co-authored the screenplay, producer and lead actor René 
Mena is of El Salvadoran descent, his producing partner Lashawn Williams 
is African American and our associate producer Daniel García Carrillo is 
Latino. This extends to our editor, composer and sound design team, who 
are all Latino. "Prescience" embraces colorblind casting; this is especially 
notable in our supporting cast of Latinos and African Americans... including 
a special appearance by popular transgender actress, host and activist 
Carmen Carrera.  

AUDIO/VISUAL SPECS 

Audio: 5.1 discrete mix and stereo mix 
Visual: Format: HD 1920x1080 (or DCP) 
Color: Color 
Frame Ratio: 24 fps 
Aspect Ratio: 1.78:1 (or 16/9) 
Camera: Blackmagic URSA Mini 4.6k 



END CREDITS 

Directed by JAMES HELSING 

Written by  
LASHAWN WILLIAMS 
RENÉ MENA 
JAMES HELSING 
TYLER FRECH 

Produced by 
RENÉ MENA 
LAWSHAWN WILLIAMS 

Associate Producer DANIEL GARCÍA CARRILLO 

Executive Producer RENÉ MENA 

Director of Photography JACOB KIESLING 

Edited by JAVIER DAMPIERRE 

Music by MARCOS CRUZ 

Art Direction by ERICA EDEN 

Casting by EMANUEL LOARCA 

CAST 
(in order of appearance) 

Kathlyn LINDA GRAY  
Young Emily JYLLINA SKYE  
Young Isaac ALEX GONZALEZ  
Mathew ERIC ROBERTS 
Emily VANNESSA VASQUEZ 
Isaac RENÉ MENA  
Ashley JULIANNA BARNINGER 
Faith ROXANNE DOVER 
James LASHAWN WILLIAMS 
Ant DANIEL GARCÍA CARRILLO 
Butch Lesbian #1 GLORIA SANDOVAL 
Butch Lesbian #2 STEPHANIE BATES 
Bouncer JONATHAN CARLSON 
Bartender Luke KEVIN GOSS 
Leo CARLOS PRATTS 
Leo’s Girlfriend ERICA EDEN 
Bar Customer Ernie CHRISTOPHER KRIESA 
Trunks Bartender DAVE J. ABRAMS  



Bar Customer Ethan PARIS DYLAN 
Mark MIKE C. MANNING 
Suede Bartender EUGENE VAZQUEZ  
Finn MICHAEL FRANKLIN 
Mariana RAQUENEL 
ICE Official #1 TREVOR SCHLIES 
ICE Official #2 JONATHAN PINEDA 
Shae CARMEN CARRERA 
Maddox DEL TRAVAR 
Patricia NIKA KHITROVA  
Young Man TYLER FRECH 
Annie MONICA HERMAN 
Baby Wyatt CARY CHRISTOPHER 

Sound Designer & Foley Artist JOSÉ LUIS ALCAINE BARTOLOMÉ  
Sound Editor & Re-Recording Mixer ÁLVARO DE ÍSCAR  
Dialogue Editor & Foley Recordist DAVID CUBERO  

Additional Art Direction & Props STEPHANIE BATES 

Sound Mixer KEN HOBSON  

Music recorded and mixed by MARCOS CRUZ 

Post-production Supervisor JAVIER DAMPIERRE 
Post-production Coordinator AJ RESH 

Color Correction JAKE GLAVIANO  

Makeup Artist NADINE ORTEGA 

Production Manager STEPHANIE BATES  
First Assistant Director PARIS DYLAN 
Second Assistant Director DARREL WASHINGTON  

Mask Painter/Props ERICA EDEN 
Intruder Painting by CYAN GARMA 
Bar 10 Paintings ABIGAIL COLLINS 

Camera Operators  
ANDREW DAVIS 
WALTER MENA 

First Assistant Camera LISA COPLAND 
Second Assistant Camera VATSALA GOEL  

Key Grip DANIEL SHORT 



Grips 
MILES GUTIÉRREZ 
ALEX INGRAM 
ALEX KENNISON MILES 

On-set Photographer ALMA SALOMON  

Gaffers 
INO YANG POPPER 
DAVE WILWAYCO 

Electrician KISHAN PATEL  

Best Boys 
YERI CAROL KIM 
JONATHAN MILLER 

Casting Assistant LUIS CHÁVEZ  

Wardrobe ERICA EDEN 

Music Supervisor DANA EVERETT 

Production Coordinator NATALIE DASHJIAN 

Catering by GRAZE LA  

Production Assistants 
SAMI ARNETT 
ALEXIS AYALA 
TYLER FRECH 
GUSTAVO MENDOZA 
BESTE GECER 
NATHAN LEE 
TANISHA MORENO 
JOHN SALANDRIA 
ALMA SALOMON 
TREVOR SCHLIES 

“Wild and Free” 
Composed by Ashes of Luna 
Recorded August 2017 in Nashville, TN 
Produced by Matthew Bronleewe 

“Remedy” 
Composed by Auzriel Feat & Mikey Vegaz 
Produced by Sid de la Cruz 



“Touch the Sky” 
Composed by Ashes of Luna 
Recorded August 2017 in Nashville, TN 
Produced by Matthew Bronleewe 

“Sing Your Own Song” 
Composed by Javier Dampierre 
Produced by Javier Quintana & Diego M. Gila de Mingo 
Performed by Javier Dampierre & Claudia Crespo 

“Duerme” 
Composed by Raquenel 
Performed by Raquenel 

“Last Night on Earth” 
Composed by B. Thompsom 
Produced by Sid de la Cruz 

“Lo mejor de mi vida” 
Composed and performed by Osmir Garay 

The producers are very grateful to the following businesses and individuals 
for their generosity: 

Bar 10 
Jared Stanfield and Dan Camaratta 
Trunks Bar 
Waldo Duarte  
El Rinconcito Del Mar 
Suede Bar & Lounge 
Creator Space 
Dana "Mega" Everett 

Special thanks to MARQUIS® ORGANIC ENERGY DRINKS: the official 
beverage of "Prescience" 

A very special thank you to Pepe Devecchi for the use of his beautiful home 

RENÉ MENA’s special thanks: 

Patricia Velez 
Leann Lei 
RDR Management 
St. George Dental & Medical Spa 
Eliza Roberts 
Daniel Fernandez 



A very special thanks to our Kickstarter donors: 

Jennifer Blackburn 
Daniel García Carrillo 
Kevin Goss 
Rosa Mena 
Marlin Ramirez 
Janet Annino 
Elizabeth Garcia 
Howard Green 
Bryan Mena 
Francisco Mena 
Jayson Mena 
Walter Mena 
Shannon Stephens 
Blair Helsing 
Del Travar 
Bernard Bullen 
David Damien Figueroa 
Jessy Mena 
Dennis Mencia 
Billy Barber 
Walt Bost 
Roxanne Dover 
Steve Hodel 
Dulce Matuz 
Juan H. Pujol 
Abrah Salk Zion 
Carlos Ciurlizza 
Jimmy George 
Toni Newman 
Paul A. Rose, Jr. 
Justin Samuels 
Buddy Solitaire 
Meg Weidner 
Phil Biedron 
Alyssa Perez 
Michael Franklin 
Adriana Fricke 
Nika Khitrova 
Bunnie Rivera 
John Salandria 

Contact information: renemena721@gmail.com 

mailto:renemena721@gmail.com


“PRESCIENCE” IS AN OFFICIAL SELECTION OF THE 2019 RIFF.


